
Coyle Community Club
Executive Board Meeting 

April 7, 2018 

Board Members attending: President - Karen Gale, Secretary - John Bell, Directors - Carol Robinson, 
Robert Bautista, Doug Eggert, Tim McKee 
Committee Chairs attending: Roland Faragher-Horwell
Not present: Treasurer - Ted Hadley, Vice President - John McClane

The meeting began at 2:00 PM outside at the Birch Street Dock to learn from visiting members of the 
Coast Guard Auxiliary (CGA) about how to assess seaworthiness.  There were four CGA members, led 
by Simeon Baldwin, who had generously arranged to visit the Birch Street Dock to offer boat owners free 
safety inspections.  The meeting was informal, and discussion was sometimes divided in multiple 
conversations, so these minutes simply capture a few noteworthy items:
• There was some surprise expressed that some boats moored at the dock lacked valid registrations.
• Insurance policies often have a condition that boats be currently registered.
• The submerged Livingston dingy is causing stress to the dock and likely has floatation chambers 

partially flooded.
• A Coast Guard safety sticker will only be given to boats that are safe for operation as judged during an 

official (CGA, US Power Squadron or Coast Guard) inspection, and this has nothing to do with a boat 
being pretty.

• The boat owner must be present during an inspection.
• The CGA is happy to arrange more visits in the future to help more members obtain their CG safety 

inspections, and provide official decals for those that pass.

The meeting resumed in Karen’s house and was called to order at 2:45.  The board expressed 
appreciation to Karen for setting up the visit today by CGA members.

Tim moved and Doug seconded to approve minutes from March meeting and the motion passed.

Treasurer’s Report - In Ted’s absence, Karen assessed that the Club membership count is on track with 
the prior year at this time.  

President’s Comments - Karen expressed an optimistic view of the future for our club.  She believes that 
club involvement can play a big role in the quality of life for the community.  More members can help with 
the club well-being even if they choose not to be dock members.  Karen described her idea of a 
provisional budget that she will present to the membership meeting tomorrow.  The intent with the budget 
is to have some budget items fully authorized as normal while other items are designated “provisional.”  
The provisional items would involve committees that investigate a given item to form a more complete 
plan and proposal that could be presented to the membership later in the year for authorization.

Dock Committee (Chairperson: Roland Faragher-Horwell) - Nothing new of significance to present.  
Based on discussion with CGA visitors, Roland intends to mount a “Trip Board” near the dock entrance 
gate.  The idea of this would be for boaters to write a brief float plan on a white board prior to departure 
(perhaps date, name, phone numbers, expected return time, more?).

Wolf and Alder Roads Maintenance Committee (Chairperson: Tim McKee)
Tim plans to bring in a couple loads of gravel within the next few weeks to help with erosion.  This will 
likely be complete prior to Shrimping that begins on May 5th.

Membership Committee (Chairperson: John Bell)



The initial version of the membership directory is complete.  There was discussion about the most 
practical method for distribution to the participating members.  It was decided that the directory should be 
sent to the participating members as a pdf file attached to an e-mail for this initial release and for each 
future update.

Other Committees when Applicable (Audit, Nominating, other?) 
The audit committee (H.R. Bohman and Gary Elmer) did meet, and they provided their assessment to 
Karen.  Karen said that everything was found to be in order, and that their report will be presented at the 
membership meeting tomorrow.

Old Business:
Review the wording for new dock rule related to boats impacting the dock.  Karen described that she had 
shared the latest revision of this wording that the board and committee chairs have  with Paul Shelton 
(who initiated the proposed new rule).  There was discussion related to observations of some boats 
being moored in a way that allows their motors to scrape and damage the dock.  It was also pointed out 
by Roland that some conditions (for example spilled fuel) could warrant immediate remediation, and the 
wording was appropriately revised to cover such cases.  Further changes were added to the vessel 
requirements section of the proposed rule to require a CG safety decal and current Washington State 
registration decal (if subject).  Paul and Karen will further edit the wording leading up to the meeting 
tomorrow.

New Business:
Karen presented a dry-run of a presentation she prepared for the Membership Meeting tomorrow.  One 
focus is to promote member participation.  She wants to make sure that all participants go away with a 
clear idea of many possible ways they can get involved with club activities.

There was discussion about club archives, and there seem to be about 4 or 5 banker boxes of paper.  
Karen plans to promote the benefits of scanning these materials for reliable, convenient electronic 
access at the membership meeting.  A bid from one company was $1300.  Karen proposes that a 
committee be formed to settle on which materials from the past 49 years need scanning and which 
company should be assigned to the job.  This could be part of the provisional budget.

There was discussion about how best to present findings from the recent dock survey and proposals for 
near term improvements.  Karen has prepared extensively for this, and the concerns of the board were 
that the most important items be presented clearly in the limited time of the membership meeting.  This 
dry-run was helpful in that a number of slides were identified that could be removed without sacrificing 
the key points that need to be communicated to the members.

Related to the ideas about a surveillance system that had been discussed at the March board meeting, 
Karen described a proposal to form a committee to study possible surveillance systems.  Many possible 
benefits could come from implementation, such as: ability to monitor activity at Birch Street and 
conditions of dock and boats remotely, preserve recorded images that might help law enforcement 
officials in cases of criminal wrong-doing.  The local knowledge of such a surveillance system could also 
serve as a deterrent to wrong-doing in the vicinity.  Karen suggests that funding for such a system be 
included as part of the provisional budget.  Roland pointed out that people may be more receptive to this 
if the emphasis is about remote monitoring as a convenience to members rather than highlight crime 
prevention.

The idea of a low-profile dock platform, brought to the board previously by Francine Rose, was also part 
of Karen’s presentation.  She and Roland have been putting some effort into studying how such a 
platform could aid in emergency evacuations in which the platform is used as a raft that could be 
approached by a sea plane. 



The proposed 2018/19 budget was discussed.  The category covering basic continuing expenses 
amounts to $10,955.  The total amount for proposed Special Projects is $21,000.  This category covers 
some significant dock improvements that are already well-studied (including: dock scraping, ADA 
handrail installations, and re-routing water supply hose), and also covers items that are less-studied 
(crack-filling, document scanning, surveillance system and low-profile dock).  Part of the membership 
meeting discussion will be aimed at determining which of these items to include with the approved 
budget and which items to be in a provisional budget.

There was some discussion about how best to set up the membership meeting such that everyone 
(including board members) has a view of the large monitor that will show the presentation charts.

Carol moved to adjourn, seconded by Doug, and the meeting ended at roughly 5 PM.


